Wj interior

Instrument panel strips 3. Door trim x4 4. Cluster bezel 5. The bezel is held in place with 4 spring
clips. With a wide flat tool a 3" plastic spackle tool works great , gently pry on each vertical side
and carefully pull the bezel out a little at a time until it is free. The red areas in the center picture
are the felt-lined receptacles that the bezel spring clips fit in to, which shows the general area of
where to pry when removing the bezel. Prices are current as of February Parts are not available
from this web site. Instrument panel trim strips Left instrument panel trim piece, front and back
The short left trim piece can be removed from the front. It is held on with two spring clips and
can be pried out easily with a small trim stick or similar tool. Right side instrument panel trim
piece The right side trim strip is laminated to a thick metal backing The long right strip above
the glovebox is attached from the back of the instrument panel with four 10mm bolts and is
much more difficult to remove. Due to safety considerations in the event of an accident, it is
securely bolted on from the back. This trim piece is laminated to a piece of thick metal and
weighs more than a half pound. Although not as difficult as it sounds, it could take hours to
disassemble the dash and put it all back together. New molded dash trim appliques are now
available that will fit nicely over the front factory trim pieces without removing them See the
Aftermarket Dash kits page. Owners who want to upgrade to the real wood Overland trim strips
will have to remove their existing strips as no aftermarket trim kits match the Redwood design.
View from behind the glovebox area showing the four bolts that attach the long trim strip. Also
seen in the photo are two of the air vents, which are also attached from the rear with screws.
Front and rear door trim strips The four interior door panels from a Overland The Spartan Burl
door trim molding strips are not available separately as replacement parts, the entire door panel
must be purchased. The Redwood strips used on all Overland models, however, can be
purchased individually and installed into other WJ door panels. Since the matching dash strips
and the radio bezel for the Overland are also available, Limited owners can order all seven parts
and have the real redwood interior. The woodgrain Overland steering wheel, although very
expensive, is also available. Several aftermarket companies offer trim kits to upgrade or change
the factory interior strips and bezels. Products offered include vinyl overlays as well as
moulded plastic stick-on pieces for selected trim parts. See Dash Trim Kits. Interior door trim
pieces for the Overland, front and back 4. Cluster bezel trim The cluster bezel trim piece is held
in place by 4 spring clips, one at each corner, and pulls straight out. On the left side, you can
reach your thumb behind the bezel at the tilt wheel lever cut-out opening and pull forward. If so
equipped, you'll need to unhook the Adjustable Pedals harness from the back of the bezel. The
cluster bezels, with or without the built-in switch can be ordered and easily installed on WJ
models if a color change is desired. Adding a bezel with the switch to a WJ without Adjustable
Pedals allows one to conveniently control a selected accessory of their choice. The switch is
momentary-on but could probably be modified to work "on-off". The "Pedal Adjust" writing
could be painted over and new lettering added for a very professional looking installation.
Steering column opening cover The lower steering column opening cover is held in place by
three screws, two bolts and three spring clips: 1. Remove the upper steering wheel trim bezel
see 4 above, "Cluster bezel trim". Remove the two screws at the inside top of the lower trim
bezel left photo above. Remove the plastic fuse cover underneath the left side of the steering
column opening cover. Remove the side Phillips screw and the two 10mm bolts underneath the
bezel trim upper right photo. The radio bezel is a one-piece unit that includes the center air vent
grilles. NOTE: Prices listed are for reference purposes only and may vary by dealer. The short
left trim piece can be removed from the front. The long right strip above the glovebox is
attached from the back of the instrument panel with four 10mm bolts and is much more difficult
to remove. Left and Right instrument panel trim pieces. The Spartan Burl door trim molding
strips are not available separately as replacement parts, the entire door panel must be
purchased. The cluster bezel trim piece is held in place by 4 spring clips, one at each corner,
and pulls straight out. The lower steering column opening cover is held in place by three
screws, two bolts and three spring clips: 1. Pull the steering column opening cover rearward to
disengage the three snap clips one outboard and two inboard that secure it to the receptacles in
the instrument panel. The clips are very snug, requiring a fairly strong pull on each side. When
replacing the cover, be certain to align the two plastic guide pins as well as the spring clips
before pushing it back into place. The lower center bezel assembly is held in place by strong
snap clips near each corner which can be gently pried out with a plastic putty knife or trim stick.
Tip: The bezel will come out much easier if you remove the plastic tray below it. Once you have
the bezel out a few inches the wiring harnesses for the power outlets, ashtray light and heated
seats can be unhooked and the bezel removed. The heated seat buttons can be easily
unscrewed from the back for installation into a new or different bezel. Shown above left is the
black lower center bezel, front and back with power outlet and seat switches not installed.
Above right, the new style with a cubby hole instead of the ashtray that debuted on the models.

The bezel is attached to the instrument panel with four spring clips. Some owners have found
unique uses for their center console ashtrays, including this clever installation featuring
switches mounted for overhead Hela lights. Production started at the Jefferson North assembly
plant on Friday July 17th, with nearly 5, workers producing over 1, Grand Cherokees per day.
New defroster system, faster and more uniform coverage. New quieter electric fan. Body sealing
greatly improved Infrared dual zone climate control Limited models only NVH improvements
Noise, Vibration, Harshness stiffer uniframe body structure to reduce noise transmission into
passenger compartment. Undesirable shake eliminated across the full spectrum of vibration
frequencies at the mounting points of the seats, instrument panel and steering wheel. Fan noise
eliminated by installing a hybrid cooling fan system on models with V8 or trailer tow package.
Redesigned weather-stripping and better body dimensional control. Hydroformed tubular
control arms are five times stiffer than on previous models to reduce transmission of axle noise.
Expandable beta-foam is used inside the lower structural pillars to reduce road noise. Steering
improvements all-new recirculating-ball design with better low-speed returnability, crisper
response, improved driver control and reduced tire wear Transmission, new 45 RFE R
ear-wheel-drive F ully E lectronic multispeed automatic transmission, provides a wide range of
gear ratios for more precise shifts, alternate 2nd gear for smoother shifting and a reverse gear
ratio that is equal to the 1st gear ration for easier trailer backing. Wider interior cargo space
Units built calendar year , New features and options for models Laredo Limited Engine, 4. New
features and options for models. Laredo 2WD 4. Unveiled in Detroit, Michigan on June 16, ,
production lasted until The WJ was completely overhauled from its ZJ predecessor, and was
renowned for its off-road capability. The spare tire was relocated from the side of the cargo
compartment to under the floor. The two heavy pushrod V8 engines were replaced by Chrysler's
then-new PowerTech. The new V8 engine produced less torque than the old pushrods, but was
lighter, offered better fuel economy, and provided similar on road performance figures the
gallon fuel tank was replaced with one of a The Inline 6 engine was also updated for MY A
redesign of the intake manifold added 10 horsepower 7. While other Jeep vehicles used the
Mopar 5 x 4. A notable feature available in this generation was the automatic four wheel drive
option called Quadra-Drive , which employed the New Venture Gear NV transfer case. This
two-speed chain-driven transfer case uses a gerotor, a clutch pack coupled to a hydraulic
pump, to transfer torque between the front and rear axles. The transfer case contains three
modes, 4-All Time, Neutral, and 4-Lo. If the rear axle starts spinning at a higher rate than the
front axle, hydraulic pressure builds up in the gerotor and causes the clutch pack to
progressively transfer torque to the front axle until both axles return to the same speed. Neutral
mode is intended for towing the vehicle. In 4-Lo, the front and rear axles are locked together
through a 2. Vari-Lok differentials also use a gerotor to transfer torque between the wheels on
either side of the axle. The major advantage of Quadra-Drive was that the combined transfer
case and progressive locking differentials in each axle could automatically control traction
between all four wheels. However, only the center differential could be permanently locked, and
only in 4Lo. It included three planetary gear sets rather than the two normally used in a
four-speed automatic. This gave it six theoretical speeds, and it would have been the first
six-speed transmission ever produced in volume, but it was programmed to only use five of
these ratios. Four were used for upshifts, with a different second gear for downshifts. Although
five of the six ratios were used, Chrysler decided to call it a "4-speed automatic". In , the
programming was changed to make use of all six ratios. Rather than have six forward gears, the
transmission was programmed to act as a five-speed with the alternate second gear for
downshifts. The 42RE 4-speed automatic remained the transmission for the Inline 6 engine. It
had slight changes from the previous model Grand Cherokee. The interior was also completely
redesigned. The redesign allowed for larger rear doors, and more space for rear passengers.
Controls for various items like headlights, heated seats, and rear wiper were moved to more
convenient locations. The electronic Vehicle Information Center was moved from below the
radio to above the windshield, and was standard on all and up models. Limited models included
automatic dual-zone climate control. UniFrame is an unusual construction scheme, it
incorporates all of the strength and durability of a body-on-frame construction into a unitized
construction. By adding stiffness and rigidity to the structure, they enhanced the ride and
strengthened the network of steel beams, rails and pillars or "safety cage" that surround and
protect occupants. More than 70 percent of the underbody is high-strength steel. The Grand
Cherokee received a secondary minor facelift for including round fog lamps, a lower front fascia
and a new body-color matched inset grille design. Export models produced at the plant in Graz,
Austria, were given the vehicle designation of "WG". The first-generation Jeep Grand Cherokee
ZJ offered many new and class-exclusive features, and the second-generation Jeep Grand
Cherokee WJ continued to offer new features that were not yet available on its competitors,

such as the Chevrolet Blazer and Ford Explorer. At the time of its release, the all-new Jeep
Grand Cherokee WJ had many standard and optional features which were class-exclusive.
HomeLink allowed the driver to program up to three devices such as garage door openers,
estate gates, and other controlled access devices and operate those devices with buttons
located in the overhead console. A state-of-the-art automatic dual-zone climate control system
used infrared sensors located in the climate control panel to monitor the surface temperature of
both driver and front passenger to automatically control the interior temperature for both front
passengers. The Jeep Memory System allowed for two drivers to set their individual driver's
seat, side mirror, and radio setting by using buttons located on the front driver's door interior
panel to recall their preferred settings at the touch of a button, or upon insertion of the
corresponding key into the ignition the keyless entry remotes were color-coded either black or
gray, and had either a '1' or '2' on the back of the remote to help the drivers easily identify their
remote. These new features included power-adjustable foot pedals via a switch located on the
driver's side near the steering wheel the pedals also worked in conjunction with the Jeep
Memory System to adjust automatically to a driver's preferred settings when a button on the
front driver's door interior panel was depressed. The Uconnect hands-free Bluetooth telephone
system allowed the driver to pair his or her Bluetooth -enabled cellular phone to the system and
make and receive hands-free telephone calls without having to handle their phone, and the
driver could even store frequently-called telephone numbers in the system's memory for
automatic dialing via voice. The button panel for the system was located on the front driver's
door interior panel. Sirius Satellite Radio was also available for the first time regardless of
factory radio option. The Jeep Grand Cherokee was one of the first vehicles to offer these
features from the factory. The Laredo served as the base Grand Cherokee trim level from
August to , and still continues to be the base Grand Cherokee trim level to this day. A very
well-equipped model, the Laredo offered these features as standard equipment: the 4. Many
features that were available on the luxurious Limited trim could also be optioned on the base
Laredo trim. The Limited served as the top-of-the-line Grand Cherokee trim level from to , and
the more "luxurious" Grand Cherokee trim level from to It added these features: color-keyed
body-side trim cladding panels and front and rear bumpers, a premium watt Infinity Gold stereo
system with 6 speakers, leather seating surfaces, dual power front bucket seats, a full-sized
spare tire and spare wheel, a security alarm, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, steering
wheel-mounted remote audio system controls, driver's 2-position memory color-coded keyless
entry remotes , wood interior trim, and more. Offered only for , the Sport was aimed at
value-oriented customers who wanted a very well-equipped vehicle at a modest price point.
Cloth seating surfaces, deleted heated front bucket seats, a deleted cassette player, and a
deleted sunroof could be had for credit in place of the standard options they replaced. The
Special Edition was a value-oriented trim level of the Grand Cherokee in and in the model was
put on hiatus for the model year. The power sunroof was an option. Columbia Edition buyers
also received a complimentary Columbia parka at the time of delivery of their new vehicle. The
Overland was the top-of-the-line Grand Cherokee trim level between August and , first
introduced for MY The 60th Anniversary Edition was manufactured to commemorate Jeep 's
60th anniversary in Beijing Jeep Corporation, Ltd. The WJ was introduced in the end of for the
Chinese market as the Jeep and Grand Cherokee and carries differing engine names compared
to their foreign counterparts known as CQA1 for the 6 cylinder and C8V93Q for the V8. A 4
speed automatic gearbox was standard on the 6 cylinder while V8 had a 5 speed automatic
gearbox. It was their flagship model and nearly identical to the Grand Cherokee Limited in looks
and equipment, including the solid axle suspension, choice of 4wd systems, body color
cladding, alloy wheels, Chrysler sound systems, and Chrysler automatic climate controls. The 3.
It has an electronic injection pump, electronically controlled, vacuum-actuated exhaust gas
recirculation , and a special catalyst to control oxides of nitrogen NOx. Manufactured in Cento ,
Italy, at 13, units per year. For , the Grand Cherokee "WJ" was all-new, now in its second
generation. The 4. The 5. For , since the Grand Cherokee was fully redesigned and all-new for
MY, the model year Grand Cherokee received minimal changes. An accessory Mopar GPS
navigation system, a new technology, was available starting in the third quarter of Heated
leather-trimmed front bucket seats, which were previously only available on the Limited trim
level, were now available on the base Laredo trim level, when equipped with the 26F or 28F
Packages. In late For model year, the Grand Cherokee received a few changes. All models
received a radio bezel that matched the other interior trim panels. All 4. The Camel interior color
was changed to Sandstone, which is a slightly different shade of tan. The Jeep emblem on the
steering wheel changed from being molded-in-color to the steering wheel to chrome. In , the
Grand Cherokee received a minor update. Sport and Special Edition trim levels were new in
midyear The top-of-the-line Overland trim level debuted for All sound systems were now higher

quality than their predecessors, and new radio options were offered, which could support both
satellite radio, as well as a new remote six-disc CD changer, and a Bluetooth hands-free
telephone system this was a fairly new technology, and the Grand Cherokee was one of the first
vehicles to have this feature as an option. Side-impact front and rear airbags that deployed from
the side windows were also a new option for A new High-Output version of the 4. A
previously-optional full-sized spare tire and wheel non-matching on base trim levels, and
matching on uplevel trim levels combination was now standard on all Grand Cherokees. On the
base Laredo trim level, the carpeted trim on the lower portion of the door panels was deleted in
exchange for a textured plastic surface. In addition to loose pads that had a tendency to vibrate,
this also occasionally led to higher brake temperatures, which could lead to premature failure.
The Akebono calipers provided better seating for the brake pads, leading to more consistent
pad placement over the life of the brakes. The hub and caliper placement did not change over
the course of the WJ model, making the newer style brakes a direct bolt on replacement for
older models. In , the Special Edition and Sport trim levels were discontinued the Special
Edition trim level would reappear for A new 28E Package was now available for the base Laredo
trim level that offered the 4. A Freedom trim level was available, based on the Laredo trim level.
A coin console tray now replaced the ashtray in the center console, and high-back cloth front
bucket seats were now standard equipment on the base Laredo trim level low-back cloth bucket
seats still remained available as an option, however. Production of the model year Grand
Cherokees began in August , which was the shortest model year for the Grand Cherokee. In ,
during the Grand Cherokee WJ's final calendar year of production, the Special Edition trim level
returned for MY, and a new Columbia Edition trim level was introduced in partnership with
Columbia Sportswear that offered unique details, and an optional 4. The GPS navigation system
radio was now available regardless of sound system package. The base Laredo trim level was
reduced to one package, the 26E and 28E Packages, though the previously-available options on
other Laredo packages were now available on this base package. All trim levels received new
front fascias, and all 4X4 Grand Cherokees were now Trail Rated, as indicated by an emblem on
the driver's-side front fender. A significant upgrade to the engine cooling system was
introduced in the final 4. Previous model's cooling fan relay failures that caused common
engine overheating was changed from one to two separate relay circuits and the transmission
cooling for 2WD was handled by the air conditioning condenser instead of the radiator. On
November 8, , Chrysler announced the recall on certain model year though Jeep Grand
Cherokee vehicles manufactured February 13, , through May 23, From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. For broader coverage of this topic, see Jeep Grand Cherokee. Motor vehicle.
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â€”May Front-engine , rear-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. Jeep Liberty Jeep Wrangler. Power
Tech I6. PowerTech V8. High Output PowerTech V8. OM Diesel I5. Wrangler YJ. Wrangler TJ.
Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL. Wrangler Unlimited LJ. Wrangler Unlimited JKU. Wrangler Unlimited
JLU. Subcompact crossover. Renegade BU. Compact crossover. Compass MK Compass MP.
Patriot MK Cherokee KL. Compact SUV. Cherokee XJ. Mid-size crossover. Grand Cherokee
WK2. Grand Cherokee L WL. Mid-size SUV. Wagoneer Limited XJ. Grand Cherokee WJ. Grand
Cherokee WK. Commander XK. Full-size SUV. Cherokee SJ. Grand Wagoneer SJ. Wagoneer SJ.
Compact pickup. CJ-8 Scrambler. Comanche MJ. Midsize pickup. Gladiator JT. Full-size pickup.
Vehicle availablity limited to China. Concept Cars. Here at WJ Interiors Ltd, we transform
commercial spaces into fantastic places to work and visit. Our team are specialists in the
installation of all types of suspended ceilings, and are equally adept in fitting partitions and
flooring systems. With over 20 years' industry experience working on interior spaces, we are
the go-to team for many businesses in and around Ware and Hertfordshire. Whether you have
recently agreed a deal on new business premises, or you want to refurbish your current space,
we can provide the perfect solution! WJ Interiors can offer competitively priced design
solutions and a complete end-to-end service for your business, and free quotations available on
any works. With decades of expertise, your project is in safe hands! WJ Interiors can work to
existing designs or come up with a bespoke package to transform your interior spaces. Our
designs ensure you get a fantastic blend of quality, price, and ease of maintenance. Our team
has experience in working on projects for a range of clients, including office spaces, hotels,
gyms, schools, retail units and more; this gives us the knowledge to create spaces that meet

your needs. We conduct all work to a high standard, and aim to work at a time that suits you
and minimises disruption to your operation. Installations of our LED lighting systems also come
with a 5-year guarantee, so you can be sure that our work will last. Pope developments enjoyed
working with WJ Interiors throughout this commercial project. They were very professional,
reliable and there work was finished to a great standard. Will definitely be using again on our
future projects and would highly recommend. Called the guys at WJ just before last weekend to
get a price to have our suspended ceiling replaced at our offices in Ware, they arranged to come
Monday morning to measure and give a quote which we accepted. By Wednesday the work was
all done without any delays or issues, the place was left clean and tidy afterwards. Very happy
customer and would recommend them to anyone. Thanks guys. Contact our experienced
friendly team in Ware to discuss your requirements and arrange a free quotation. Ware's
specialists in commercial interiors. Transforming shop floors, gyms, offices and more since
Suspended Ceilings. Glazed Part
1990 f150 transmission
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itions. Flooring Installations. Electrical Work. View more. What makes WJ Interiors the first
choice for many businesses in the area? Professional, reliable with a quality finish Pope
developments enjoyed working with WJ Interiors throughout this commercial project. Great,
prompt and very reasonable service Called the guys at WJ just before last weekend to get a
price to have our suspended ceiling replaced at our offices in Ware, they arranged to come
Monday morning to measure and give a quote which we accepted. For commercial interiors, get
in touch with our team on Contact Us Name:. Thank you for contacting us. We will get back to
you as soon as possible. Oops, there was an error sending your message. Please try again
later. Contact us. Find us. Business hours. Mon - Fri am - pm. Saturday am - pm. We accept.
Registered Company Name: W. Registered Company Number: The content on this website is
owned by us and our licensors. Do not copy any content including images without our consent.

